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    Nature and Raptor Center of Pueblo 

 
Type: Raptor Rehabilitation  
Location: Pueblo, Colorado  
Website link: natureandraptor.org 
Mission: Provide unique experiences in education, conservation and recreation 
that inspire environmental stewardship.  
How the mission statement relates to education: “Education is one-third of our 
mission. These educational experiences get kids outdoors and use raptors to 
help kids care about the environment and become good stewards.” John 
Gallagher, Executive Director  

 
Lesson Plan:  

Birds of Prey Program 
 
Key words: Place-based, ambassador animal demonstrations, human impact, 
adaptations, storytelling, raptors  
Description: The Birds of prey program uses ambassador birds to teach 
adaptations and connect people to wildlife through the bird’s individual stories.  
 
Goals/ Objectives: Appreciating conservation and wildlife, learning about birds 
of prey, and creating empathy 
Standards: Colorado’s Academic Standards for Science 
Content: Adaptations, human impact, ecology, bird stories, interrelationships 
among species and human communities that intersect, biodiversity  
Educational practices: Live animal demonstrations, storytelling  
Educational theory/ philosophy: Place-based education 
Assessment: N/A 
Setting: On-site, off-site- classrooms, festivals  
Length: 1 hour  
Staff needed: 1 staff member or volunteer 
Age level: All ages  
Ambassador animals: Birds of prey  
Materials: N/A  
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Sequence of activities:    

1. Introduce organization and history, why rehabilitation is important and set 
rules for program 

2. Bring 1st raptor out  
a. Speak about species specific adaptations for survival  
b. Tell the story of the particular bird- how it came here, why it cannot 

be released, and connect it back to how these animals rely on their 
adaptations to survive. “This particular bird is ______ (blind, can’t fly, 
etc.) which compromises its adaptations so it cannot survive in the 
wild.  
*individual animals’ stories play a key role in connecting people to 
that animal  

3. Bring out 2nd raptor (may compare falcon and owl)  
a. Compare the species adaptations to the first bird that was shown  
b. Tell their story  

4. Number of birds/ species covered is time dependent  
5. Participant questions  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 


